Course Syllabus and Information for BHC
Geometry
Course Title: _______________________________________________________

Mrs. Cori Johnson
Teacher: __________________________________________________________

Grade range: _________________________________________________
9th-11th
Day(s) of the Week: Tues./Thurs.
____________________ Times: 10:00
___________________
- 11:30 am
Minimum Number of Students required for class: 8___________ Maximum accepted: 20
________
Credit Level (high school): Half Credit

Full Credit

✔

Credit Determination:
½ Credit Course: Classes must meet a minimum of 16 weeks and contain 70 hours of course contact time which
includes class meeting times plus at home assignments.
1 Credit Course: 32 weeks and 140 hours of course contact time which includes class meeting times plus at home
assignments.

Costs
600
Total Tuition: __________

• Deposit of $50 secures student's spot in class (included in total cost).
550
to be paid on the first day of class
• Remaining balance of _____________
275
in August or split into two payments of ___________
each which is due on
the first day of class in August and in January.
Sibling Discount: Yes
No ✔
Amount of sibling discount (if applicable): ___________________________
Payment Methods Accepted: Venmo ✔ Paypal
Check/Cash ✔
Venmo: courtney-johnson-331, Check/Cash: 310 Gainswood
Payment Information:____________________________________________________
Road, Birmingham, AL 35209
_______________________________________________________________________
Course Description
This course provides the student with a thorough understanding of all the basic concepts of
geometry: points, lines, planes, and angles; deductive reasoning; parallel lines and planes;
congruent triangles; quadrilaterals; right triangles; circles; construction and loci; areas of
plane figures; and areas and volumes of solids. Emphasis is given to visualization of figures
and diagrams are used extensively.

Course Requirements or Prerequisites
Successful completion of Algebra I.

Student Responsibilities
Students are expected to be prepared and attend all class times except in the case of
emergency. If a student is absent at any time, it is his/her responsibility to inform the
instructor of the absence and keep up with missed assignments. If an assignment was
due during the absence, it is the student's responsibility to turn the assignment in (not the
instructor's responsibility to remind the student to turn it in). Students are expected to
work independently during the week in between class periods to master the subject
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or responsiblities may be added at the discretion of the instructor.

Textbooks Required
Saxon, John H. Geometry Homeschool Kit (includes student textbook, solutions manual,
and test booklet)
Publisher: SAXON PUBLISHERS; 1st edition (2009)
Language: English
ISBN-10: 1600329764
ISBN-13:
978-1600329760
Supply list

1. 3 ring binder, loose leaf notebook paper, and graph paper (minimal) OR a notebook of
the student's choosing that has a pocket in the front. I am not picky, and I believe that
students should develop a method of taking and storing notes that works for him/her as
well as a place that homework is kept for easy access. I can always make suggestions
about what has worked for me or what other students have done in the past. Students will
take notes each class period as well as complete lab assignments in class. At home,
students will be required to complete homework assignments that I will not take up but
review in class only.
2. Straight edge, compass and protractor (This will be used sporadically throughout the
course and should be brought every class.)
3. Any work turned into me should be done in PENCIL. Homework can be done in pen if

Teacher Biographical Information
After the birth of her first child, Macie, in 2011, Cori returned to school to complete her
Bachelors of Science in math and secondary education. After graduating, she began
teaching at the Jefferson County International Baccalaureate School. She completed her
M.A. in Secondary Math Education in 2017. After the birth of her son, Isaac, she resigned
from her full-time teaching position to stay home with her children. Since resigning, she
has continued teaching as a high school math tutor. She has tutored students in a variety
of math courses, ranging from 7th grade math to Pre-Calculus. Cori lives in Homewood
with her husband and children, and they have been members of and small group leaders
at Church of the Highlands since 2012.

Teacher Contact Information
Cori.Johnson@bhco-op.com
404-735-0822
310 Gainswood Road
Homewood, AL 35209

Additional Information
I run this course under the assumption that the student wants to learn the material and
will actively seek help with their questions. I would like students to check their own
answers to the daily Saxon assignments so they know right away whether they are
understanding the problems and getting correct answers. My assumption is that students
will use the answer book for their own good, and not for copying answers. For daily work,
I give grades for completion (showing all work), so there should be no need to copy
answers for the sake of a grade. Tests will be created and scored by me, and students
will not have access to the answers at home.

